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A B S T R A C T

Recognizing a serious lack of research on routinized individual actions and organizational adaptation in the
stability-change paradox, we intend to provide an in-depth explanation of the way in which agile methods affect
organizational learning in self-managed, team-based organizations, taking a multi-level evolutionary approach.
We explore learning in agile organizations by breaking the analysis of organizational routines down into dif-
ferent levels – individual, team and organization – and describing the process of variation, selection and re-
tention of routines at each level. Leveraging on multiple case studies, we discuss how team members learn and
gain knowledge, from both direct and indirect experience, and analyze how teams develop conceptual frame-
works and interpret those experiences. Finally, we discuss how organizational memory develops and how teams
in agile organizations adapt simultaneously within an ecological structure that also comprises the changing
environment. Our findings reveal substantial flaws in the capacity of agile methods to foster organizational
learning.

1. Introduction

Previous research indicates that organizations learn through rou-
tines that enable them to apply, store and develop new knowledge
systematically (Levitt & March, 1988; Nelson & Winter, 1982). Speci-
fically, routines are the core of the firm, and organizational learning
takes place when an organization develops “adaptation routines” that
permit change in existing routines, on the basis of new knowledge
(Nelson & Winter, 1982). These adaptation routines consist of inter-
acting parts; the interaction “creates an on-going opportunity for var-
iation, selection, and retention of new practices and patterns of action
within routines and allows routines to generate a wide range of out-
comes, from apparent stability to considerable change” (Feldman &
Pentland, 2003, p. 94). However, the way in which the stability of these
adaptation routines facilitates organizational adaptation – through
flexible recombination of stable routines, stable (systematic) ap-
proaches to exploration, or stable (repeated) allocation of resources to
change tasks – has yet to be systematically analyzed (Yi, Knudsen, &
Becker, 2016). The stability–change paradox reflects a significant
shortcoming in current research on routines and organizational adap-
tation (Yi et al., 2016) and also underlines the need to discover how the

micro-processes of routinized individual actions influence organiza-
tional phenomena. Little attention has been paid to disclosing the
micro-processes related to individual “decision-routines” (Betsch,
Haberstroh, & Hohle, 2002, p. 456) involved in the link between or-
ganizational routine-level inertia and organizational inertia/adaptation
(Abell, Felin, & Foss, 2008; Salvato & Rerup, 2011).

This article discusses the micro-processes through which self-man-
aged, team-based organizations that apply agile scrum practices to
develop their software (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002) improve routinized
activities aimed at the development and adaptation of organizational
routines. Our research focuses specifically on agile software develop-
ment. Departing from the paradigm that organizations must seek mass
production efficiencies through bureaucratic structures, hierarchical
organization, and centralized control over production, agile scrum
software practices present, at their core, the need for flexible, learning
organizations that constantly adapt and resolve emerging problems
thanks to the coordinated work of self-managed teams. Scrum practices,
in fact, include feedback loops as a mechanism to trigger a cyclical
process in which team members check the effectiveness of their own
solutions and respond to the specific feedback in a variety of ways,
ranging from changes in their behavior to revision of their strategies
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(Schwaber, 1997; Moe, 2013).
In scrum, problems are detected and managed at the level of teams

through new practices of delegation designed to heighten the emotional
and cognitive involvement of team members. A significant example of
agile scrum routines is retrospective, which allows team members to
reflect on ways to improve the organizational routines they are in-
volved in by collectively identifying solutions to the problems found in
the latest work iterations. The concept of organizational leadership
without control is thus implemented in agile scrum, using as source of
influence qualities of culture, shared values among team members to set
directions, and routines to coordinate the activities and the information
that team members manipulate within an organization (Annosi &
Brunetta, 2017, 2018; Annosi, Foss, Brunetta, & Magnusson, 2017). But
how can organizational routines match with the changing environment
in the agile scrum context and continuously adapt through agile flow
processes? Positing that knowledge is embodied in the organizational
routines and any change in them is a sign of change in knowledge
(Argote & Miron-Spektor, 2011; Levitt & March, 1988), our discussion
relies on the description of multi-level learning processes, including the
experiential processes of learning-by-doing, and of vicarious learning
by team members, as well as the processes that underlie the inter-
pretation of experience with teams, the organizational memory, and
ecologies of learning (Levitt & March, 1988), through which collective
knowledge is articulated and codified in the entire organization.

All these learning processes, which take place at individual, team
and organizational level, are responsible for the variation, selection and
retention of routines (Crossan, Maurer, & White, 2013). We assume that
at each level the processes of variation, selection, and retention occur
over time (Aldrich, 1999). However, the levels of analysis – individual,
team, organization – are linked and intertwined, not standalone
(Campbell, 1990). Accordingly, this study embraces a multi-level per-
spective of organizational learning, linking the three levels of analysis
while describing the variation, selection and retention routine processes
at each level.

By examining the relationships among entities at the distinct levels
of analysis, we reconstruct the evolutionary pattern that each routine
may have, following bottom-up and top-down processes, and derive
better insights into organizational adaptability when agile scrum
practices are adopted (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002).

The paper is structured as follows. First (Section 2) we set out the
theoretical background in order to provide a clear account of the the-
oretical basis of our analysis in terms of organizational learning and
agile development as well as our own contributions to overcome re-
search gaps in these fields; next (Section 3), we describe the metho-
dological approach we pursued. The results are then presented (Section
4) and extensively discussed (Section 5), developing the multi-level
framework. Section 6 sets out concluding remarks, managerial con-
tributions and possible areas for future research.

2. Theoretical background

Agile organizational forms have emerged as a response to the in-
creasing complexity. The volatility of markets, the hyper-competitive
economic environment, the new threats of globalization, and the
knowledge-based competition induced by accelerating technological
change explain the current managerial practice of engaging in organi-
zational experiments without the support of validated theories (Daft &
Lewin, 1993). Examples of experiments carried out by managers (Daft &
Lewin, 1993) consist in agile, modular, cluster, learning, or network
organizations, in virtual or spinout corporations, and even in perpetual
matrix (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989; Miles & Snow, 1986; Morris &
McManus, 2006). These new organizational forms share a number of
elements, such as decentralized decision-making processes, self-orga-
nizing units, flatter hierarchies, permeable boundaries (both external
and internal), employee empowerment, renewal capacity, and co-
ordination mechanisms characterized by self-integration (Daft & Lewin,

1993). In these new organizations, leadership is distributed among
agents who interact in “complex feedback networks” (Avolio,
Walumbwa, & Weber, 2009: 430), thus allowing for adaptive outcomes
such as learning, innovation, and adaptive capacity in the context of
organizational activities (Uhl-Bien, Marion, & McKelvey, 2007). Lea-
dership is shifted from one or several individuals to the social and re-
lational interactions of autonomous agents (Avolio et al., 2009; Hazy &
Uhl-Bien, 2013), shaped by agile scrum routines. Analyzing the
learning processes responsible for the variation, selection and retention
of routines, we examine how agile scrum practices influence the ca-
pacity of organizations both to react defensively and to use the
knowledge so acquired offensively, improving the fit between the or-
ganization and the environment.

Organizational learning is defined as “a change in the organization
that occurs as the organization acquires experience” (Argote & Miron-
Spektor, 2011, p. 1124). Specifically, the change may take place in the
organization's knowledge following the accumulation of experience
(Fiol & Lyles, 1985; Peruffo, Marchegiani, & Vicentini, 2018). Human
interactions, in the form of routines, are seen as the main source of
knowledge and knowledge transfer (Argote & Ingram, 2000). Organi-
zational routines are “the organizational analogue of individual skill”
(Nelson & Winter, 2002, p. 30). However, given that routines arise at
function or group level, whereas skills are individual attributes (Cohen
et al., 1996), routines do not refer to skills that are owned and in
common to many individuals in an organization or a team. Routines
are, in fact, “organizational meta-habits, existing on a substrate of ha-
bituated individuals in a social structure. Routines are one ontological
layer above habits themselves” (Hodgson, 2008, p. 18). The relation-
ship between organizational routines and individual skills has been
relatively little scrutinized and is viewed primarily through the con-
sideration that routines are “skill-like” (Feldman & Pentland, 2003).

Thus there arose a major “challenge for micro-research” (Greve,
2008, p. 199). This challenge is particularly relevant within the current
agile literature, as previous studies have mostly focused on the
knowledge, skills and learning of individual employees (Nagel & Dove,
1991; Plonka, 1997), paying only limited attention to organizational
and team-level learning (Dyer & Shafer, 2003) after the adoption of
agile scrum routines.

Notwithstanding the diffusion and specificity of the agile scrum
routines, rigorous empirical research on the evaluation of learning
following their adoption is still limited (Abrahamsson, Conboy, &
Wang, 2009). The literature has generally neglected the effectiveness of
agile routines for the organization, especially the analysis of their im-
pact on specific long-term outcomes that require organizational adap-
tation, such as innovation and learning (Senapathi & Srinivasan, 2012).

The foregoing considerations suggest some particular research
questions: How do individual-level competences acquired through agile
routines relate to organizational-level routines? How do organizational
routines change and adapt in agile team based organizations?

Competences, defined as individuals' knowledge and skills in per-
forming a particular task (Shippmann et al., 2000), constitute a good
basis for the bridge between the individual and the organizational level
of analysis (Salvato & Rerup, 2011). Therefore, investigating how agile
teams and organizations learn, starting from the accumulation of in-
dividual competence, requires analyzing how the emerging routines of
teams and organizations evolve once individual learning results are
achieved. This allows us to examine how individual-level “decision-
routines” (Betsch et al., 2002, p. 456) are linked to group and organi-
zational routines and how the latter adapt over time. Given this need,
we embrace an ecology of learning that, through a multi-level per-
spective, observes the evolutionary dynamics of learning routines, fol-
lowing the thesis that learning within the organization follows a cy-
clical pattern involving the individual, the team and the organizational
levels (Zollo & Winter, 2002).
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2.1. Routine-based learning

Routines, understood as forms, rules, procedures, and strategies, can
be regarded as consolidated courses of action that allow organizations
to attain their objectives by the involvement of individuals, and through
their interdependent actions (Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Thompson,
1967). A core definition of routines is that they comprise recognizable,
repetitive patterns of interdependent actions by individuals within a
given organization. Formal routines are complemented, and sometimes
contrasted, by informal aspects that include beliefs, frameworks,
paradigms, codes, cultures, and knowledge (Levitt & March, 1988).

Scholars have debated the role of organizational routines, some
contending that they are the means of organizational stability and
continuity over time, leading towards organizational inertia (Foss,
2003; Nelson & Winter, 1982), and others that they are dynamic,
emerging systems that can foster organizational change and adaptation
(Feldman, 2000; Levinthal, 1991). The present work adopts an evolu-
tionary approach, focusing on routines as means of “learning”, con-
sidering that they can sustain organizations in the effective storage,
development and application of knowledge (Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000;
Levitt & March, 1988).

Building on the thesis that learning is a history-dependent, routine-
based, and target-oriented process (Levitt & March, 1988), our research
focuses on the concept of organizational learning as situated in social
practices (Orlikowski, 2002) and built upon local practices and routines
at the level of subgroups and teams (Edmondson, 2003). This derives
from the idea that learning is dependent upon specific routines, which
we may call adaptation routines (Nelson & Winter, 1982).

Within the organization, routines are developed at different levels,
starting with individuals, given that “… the essence of routines is that
individuals develop sequential patterns of interaction which permit the
integration of their specialized knowledge without the need for com-
municating that knowledge” (Grant, 1996, p. 379). At the team level,
members develop routine arrangements to coordinate work – based on
informal procedures and constant repetition, following explicit and
implicit signals (Grant, 1996) – in which each applies specialist com-
petences and knowledge, through automatic patterns of interaction
(Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000).

Adaptation routines are based on interdependencies among in-
dividual actions as interdependence allows people to communicate and
coordinate in processes of collective learning and so to create new
routines (Edmondson, 2003). These processes are intertwined in a
learning ecology (Levitt & March, 1988) or landscape (Prencipe & Tell,
2001). The learning processes also form a knowledge cycle that allows
organizations to capture experiential lessons through routines and
make them available to other members, beyond those who had the
direct experiences. Essential to this cycle is that routines be transmitted
and experience interpreted, and that the organization have a shared,
collective memory (Levitt & March, 1988). The routine-based knowl-
edge cycle links the sub-organizational levels and should foster orga-
nizational learning through learning within the sub-units (teams or
projects), learning transmission between sub-units, and learning at the
wider organization level (Scarbrough et al., 2004).

In order to account for the processes that occur at and between the
various levels, we adopt the learning constructs proposed by Levitt and
March (1988): (1) learning from direct experience and (2) learning
from the experience of others, both of which occur at the individual
level; (3) interpretation of experience, which occurs at the team level;
(4) organizational memory, which is at the organizational level; and (5)
ecologies of learning, which refer to inter-level analysis.

Building on these constructs, we extending previous research by
using a multi-level framework of organizational learning, which allows
a better understanding of (1) how actions in one part of the system - team
members, teams or the organization - affect the evolution of routines
elsewhere within the system and (2) how they affect the evolution of the
system as a whole. This multi-level conceptual framework (see Fig. 1)

allows the identification of patterns of variation, selection, and reten-
tion of actions, which in turn permits, through these patterns, the ex-
planation of the dynamics of organizational routines and the analysis of
the factors that influence them.

3. Research setting and methods

Among the Agile software development methods (Dingsøyr, Nerur,
Balijepally, & Moe, 2012), we focus specifically on scrum (Schwaber,
1997), a setting that is particularly suitable to inquire into the dynamics
of organizational learning. The peculiarity of scrum is “empirical pro-
cess control” with feedback loops on each action increment: team
members coordinate their work with one member, the “scrum master”,
who mediates and moderates problems and issues. The teams are put
under quite severe time pressure (see Behutiye, Rodríguez, Oivo, &
Tosun, 2017) and required to work on improvements, nurture addi-
tional process capabilities, respond to schedule changes, and migrate to
new systems. This means that learning and innovation are essential
elements (Highsmith, 2002).

We selected four R&D organizations within a single multinational
telecommunication company, through purposeful sampling (Patton,
1990). All organizations were experienced in Agile and strongly focused
on learning processes. This company had transitioned from a bureau-
cratic structure to Agile software methodology – specifically, the scrum
method (Schwaber, 2004) – for product development three years prior
to the start of this analysis. The transition took two years and in the end
involved all 1700 employees, in 90 different cross-functional teams.

Our sample embraced 79 teams working on the development of new
software functions for complex, non-modular, and legacy systems.
Specifically, the four organizations, which focused either on new pro-
duct development and test consultancy or on system management ac-
tivities, differed in terms of customers and product characteristics, as
well as in the geographical distribution of activities (see Table 1 for
details). The teams had an average of seven members, with diverse
backgrounds and experiences in order to maximize cross-functional and
cross-product capabilities.

This design allowed us to use replication logic (Eisenhardt, 1989),
providing sufficient heterogeneity (Andriopoulos & Lewis, 2009) while
ensuring that participants were knowledgeable or experienced as re-
gards specific phenomena (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011) and also
capable of expressing opinions and describing their experiences ar-
ticulately and thoughtfully.

Each team was rotated every six months between different activities
and products. In this way, no team member would ever have exclusive
control over any specific part of the work (Annosi, Magnusson, Martini,
& Appio, 2016). Interdependence among team members was favored by
cross-functional work and the distribution of responsibilities; no
member was accorded formal authority over peers. And the team as a
whole was ultimately responsible for product releases and performance,
encouraging regular discussion of status and processes. To develop the
transition effectively, managers instilled a new set of core values into
team members, with such components as continuous learning, knowl-
edge sharing, product quality and organizational efficiency, and carried
through a solid cultural transformation. Thus these organizations re-
presented an excellent subject for studying the learning processes, al-
lowing the observation of stable inter-team and variable intra-team
factors, as well as individual characteristics (Annosi & Brunetta, 2017).

We conducted a multiple case study; in view of the limited work on
organizational learning in the literature on corporate agility, we
adopted an abductive approach (Magnani, 2005). Following previous
research (Eisenhardt, 1989), we selected cases that were theoretically
relevant, gathered data, and then conducted our analysis. Moreover, the
use of multiple case studies rather than a single case helped us to make
findings that are more easily generalized and more broadly valid
(Andriopoulos & Lewis, 2009).
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3.1. Data collection

The organizations examined made the transition to Agile in 2011;
the transition was considered to be completed when all employees had
been assigned to scrum teams (the end of 2012). Ninety teams were
formed in the four R&D organizations selected. We began our analysis
one year after the completion of the transition. The data collection was
extensive, exploiting (i) semi-structured interviews, (ii) free texts gen-
erated in an exploratory survey as secondary data sources, and (iii)
archival data.

Researchers conducted 44 semi-structured interviews between
August and October 2013 (41 interviews with the work teams and 3
with top-level managers; see Table 1). The interviewees included
people in different Agile roles within the four R&D organizations, and
all roles were covered in the study. The focus of the interviews was the
effects of the Agile concept on innovation and learning. An interview
protocol was designed; the interviews lasted 60 to 80min and were
recorded, immediately transcribed and submitted to the interviewee for
validation. A first round of interviews gathered information from di-
verse sub-groups, such as the main agile roles (scrum master, Agile

Fig. 1. Conceptual framework.

Table 1
Description of sampled organization.

Organization Services Specialization No. of 
Teams Countries Interviewees

No. Level

A New Product

Development, Testing

Mobile

Broadband
20

POL; CHN;

SWE
11

1 top manager
7 middle managers
3 team members 

B System Management Radio Network 15 SWE 8

1 top manager
4 middle managers 
3 team members 

C New Product

Development, Testing

Radio Network;

Radio Base
24

POL; CHN;

SWE; IRL
11

1 top manager
7 middle managers
3 team members 

D New Product

Development, Testing
Radio Network 20 POL; SWE 11

1 top manager
7 middle managers
3 team members 
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team member or Product Owner), organizational entities (teams, in-
dividuals, supporting teams), and organizations (the four R&D units).
The method was stratified purposeful sampling. A second round of in-
terviews was conducted with middle managers. Finally, a third round
was conducted to settle informational questions that had arisen in the
first two rounds.

As a secondary data source, we used 121 free text comments from
an August 2013 survey of the four organizations, conducted in parallel
with the interviews with team members, test consultants, product/,
project/, program managers, and inquiring into the impact of the Agile
method on adaptability, productivity, and quality.

Archival data, procured from informants, comprised such internal
documents as web pages, general documents (e.g. continuous im-
provement frameworks, product improvement reports, Lean reports,
Agile strategy reports, etc.), and R&D documents (e.g. Agile amplifier
for individual evaluations, competence goals, description of require-
ment areas, team development tools, etc.).

3.2. Data analysis

We began work on the separate case histories using the interviews,
secondary and archival data (Eisenhardt, 1989). We reviewed meeting
documents and materials, as well as internal planning and control
sources, the content of information radiators and any reporting screens
used by teams and management. We often discussed these materials
during the interviews, giving the interviewees the opportunity to de-
scribe their work. We also discussed our observations with the head of
the corporation. We focused on sketching out the organization's in-
tentionality structures, first soliciting basic role descriptions from in-
terviewees and then asking about the performance information that
interviewees drew on or worked around in their daily activity. A tri-
angulation was then made, taking account of issues emerging from the
different data sources and confirmed by the interviewees (Jick, 1979).
Two researchers reviewed the data separately, in order to develop in-
dependent interpretative frameworks.

4. The results

We describe the routines involved in the five learning-related con-
structs of Levitt & March, 1988 (see Fig. 1): (1) learning from the team's
direct experience, (2) learning through the experience of others, (3)
interpretation of experience, including superstitious learning, (4) or-
ganizational memory, and (5) ecologies of learning. Each of these
constructs is treated in a separate subsection below.

Learning from direct team experience and through the experience of
others constitutes the processes by which knowledge is collected di-
rectly from team members. Interpretation of experience refers to the
process whereby the information distributed is interpreted collectively
by the teams. Organizational memory means the way in which cumu-
lated knowledge is stored within the organization for future use.
Ecologies of learning give information on the process by which in-
formation is shared within the organization in such a way as to generate
new understanding.

4.1. Learning from the team's direct experience (individual-level analysis)

The modification of learning routines through direct experience
may occur through either of two different mechanisms: organizational
search and trial-and-error (Levitt & March, 1988). Organizations that
engage in experiential learning either through trial-and-error
(Lindkvist, Bengtsson, Svensson, & Wahlstedt, 2017) or search gradu-
ally adopt those routines if they lead to successful outcomes. However,
the routines themselves are modified as the organization adapts and
realizes which ones should be followed (Burgelman, 1988). As com-
petences concerning the procedures used increase, the success rate

improves, and consequently application of the procedures with the
highest potential also increases.

Several team members in our sample voiced continuing concern
about their difficulty of transcending the learning-by-doing approach,
given the established working conditions derived from Agile. Even
though managers encouraged members to consider ways to enhance
their approach to learning, the latter did not seem able to shift from
inertia to proactive learning.

Understanding the reason for the adoption and maintenance of such
learning routines by team members is crucial to our aim of seeing how
and why team learning is affected by the environment established with
Agile. The interviews enabled us to trace the reason for their learning
approach to the significance of the feedback loops instituted with
scrum, which puts teams under strong pressure.

Asked how they managed activities within the Agile framework, the
respondents spontaneously reported all the relevant details, so we could
identify goal setting and feedback loops for teams and individuals alike.
The main referents for team monitoring and goal setting were the ex-
ternal team stakeholders. Team monitoring was facilitated by the Agile
framework and by the ceremonies and routines articulating work. The
product owner dictated the team's tasks and the timetable for their
accomplishment. Teams had to report to the product owners con-
tinuously concerning the status of their activities.

Apart from formal evaluations, teams were also pressed to update
their daily work and make progress visible on the basis of the estimates
made at the beginning of each sprint. All members had to present the
results of their previous day's activities at a meeting (also involving
their local stakeholders, such as the line managers and the product
owners).

Teams focused strongly on feature development, which limited the
time they could devote to learning and innovation. In fact, the large
number of feedback loops made them see feature development as their
top priority.

As we have seen, Agile team members adapt to experience in re-
sponse to feedback about project outcomes. They monitor their beha-
vior in terms of their project goals and engage in self-evaluation and
reflection of their increasing effectiveness. Their learning behavior
depends, then, on the relationship between observed project outcomes
and their related aspirations. The learning routines that emerge there-
fore derive from members' interpretation of the past rather than an-
ticipation of the future. Thus, as teams grow increasingly inter-
connected with their stakeholders and their work more and more
closely integrated into the myriad feedback loops envisaged in scrum,
they may not be effective in generating knowledge.

Teams also present a highly interconnected network of stakeholders,
which in theory would appear to be better suited to the diffusion of the
knowledge relevant for completing their task than to the generation of
new knowledge in the fast-paced dynamics of Agile development
iterations. The risk is that the diversity of the team's knowledge may
diminish over time. These results suggest that team members may be-
come too inwardly focused on deliveries and thus have trouble re-
sponding or adapting to the learning and innovation problem that has
been detected.

Even though team members recognize the difficulty in embracing a
method other than learning-by-doing, their understanding of organi-
zational history, which mainly rewarded alignment with the project
objectives, established conditions in which they could easily remain
stuck in the old routines. This might mean they would fall into a
competence trap (March, 1991), in which the experience of a good
performance obtained with an inferior procedure makes it harder to
reward a superior procedure (Levitt & March, 1988). Competence traps
can affect an organization's capacity to adapt, if the new routines are
better than the old. They emphasize past experience and lead organi-
zations to retain old routines even where they are not optimal. Table 2
displays the sample quotes.
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Table 2
Sample of quotes representing learning related constructs.

Learning construct Feature Quotes 

Learning from direct 
experience of team

(Individual level)

Difficulty in going beyond 

learning-by-doing 

1.“Well, they just threw me in the sea and now I have to swim, I need to learn while working, there are learning days quite 
helpful sometimes and I learned by talking to system people that I know. But I don’t have time really to go to courses to learn 
more about the product in a structured way.” [Team member] 

2. “We have learned by working, but there are also learning days, that have been good. We have learning days every third 
week, I usually attend something but I don’t attend everything, every day, and it depends on how much we have to do in the 
teams, during the sprint, and if topics are interesting.” [Team member]

Inability to move the team from 

learning inertia to proactive 

learning

3. “Team members are not spending as much time as I would like, their daily work load is quite high so it is a struggle to 
reserve time to work on improvements.” [Line manager]

High level of pressure

4. “Our team learning opportunity is not much, we have been working with two features at the same time, we had pressure 
for delivering those features and we don’t have much time to dedicate to learning. It is not as high a priority as developing 
and delivering features, so we don’t spend time on learning.” [Team member]

Continuous reporting of activity 

status

5. “The teams are rather involved in the features, so they have more technical knowledge than us, we are providing short 
goals, we try to keep the focus within the sprint, looking at the general issue”. [Product owner]

6. “I get updated info through several ways: weekly reports about the progress and then I have to report their progress to 
other forums like the release project”. [Product owner]

7. “Along the sprint, we update the use story with the status ‘done’ (starting from the status ‘ready’) and we make everything 
visible on the scrum boards, making everything transparent because the work progress is constantly visualized”. [Scrum 

master]

8. “We also have short daily stand-up meetings in which we discuss about what we have done and what we have to do, trying 
to avoid some technical discussion on how to solve something specific and so on, but it’s quite difficult to implement”. [Team 

member]

Strong focus on feature 

development limits time for 

learning and innovation

9. “We still have a deadline to meet and we have to deliver before that, so that keeps the pressure up. That’s why it’s difficult 
for them to really plan time for learning”. [Team member]

Conditions for remaining stuck in 

old routines

10. “So, as a line manager I try to encourage them to prioritize their learning and innovation and making the product better, 
while on the other hand they are stuck with the fact they have to deliver because they are committed to this milestone. That’s 
the biggest impediment: we’ve come very far but we reached kind of a glad feeling of complacency when it comes to all the 
project management handling.” [Line manager] 

11. “We are allowed to have one more learning day in each sprint. But we normally don’t make use of this opportunity.”
[Team member]

Learning through the 
experience of others

(Individual level)

Reduced exposure of individuals 

to external influence

12. “Another thing that is different now, I guess, is that we have this Kanban board with things that we are supposed to do, 
with post it, features and, I think in some cases, it is easier because there is a focus on doing those things, and whenever you 
finish with one you take the next one and you have to find an idea for solving stuff that requires some time for 
contemplation.” [Team member]

13. “They don’t influence outside their own team that much, they don’t take enough time to go to Communities of Practice 
(CoPs). We have CoPs where you can influence the design environment, the way of working, but only a few people attend and 
there should be more, I guess. They are too much focused into their own team. For some of them it’s a bigger effort to stand 
up and go to another building to attend CoPs.” [Line manager]

The interpretation of 
experiences

(Team level)

Extremely focused team identity 

and social norms 

14. “Our challenge is finding time for learning, but if it’s something that you need for the feature then you will find time to 
learn, but if it is something broader then maybe it’s a problem to have the time to do it.” .” [Team member]

“Many times, we know what we need to learn and improve but we are too busy doing the things we are paid to do.” [Team 

member]

15. “But we feel that they don’t use learning days for learning. Sometimes, they use even this time for delivery instead of 
attending special learning and initiatives. This is a tricky part to fill. They know that this is important but they feel the 
responsibility for delivery” [Line manager]

Superstitious learning

16. “In general, Agile system is much preferred to the previous one. There are clear benefits for everybody, for the teams, for 
the organization, for the product. We see huge gains in every area: quality, speed of deliveries, flexibility, innovation can be 
improved by working this way.” [Line manager]

17. “We are forced to know things in one area just to be able to produce what they aim to produce, but we are not producing 
it well.” [Team member]

18. “Another downside of the Agile way of working is that we have a very big and complex product and it is difficult to maintain 
the quality of the product now. Before, there were people responsible for specific parts of the product which could keep the 
responsibility for the quality of that specific part of the product. Now with cross-functional teams, they go into the same code 
part and may change it, so it’s more difficult to keep quality.” [Team member]

19. “I think as we work, it’s hard to have innovation opportunities. If you are truly skilled you need 10,000 hours spent in an 
area become an expert. But today we are struggling with basics, such obstacles in the environment, context switching: in the 
morning, making a C-program trying to understand some undocumented esoteric C-composition, in the afternoon you are 
running test programs in python and trying to understand why the log server is not accessible.” [Team member]

20. “I think I had a better overview about what was going on before Agile, I was involved in having a sort of big picture, but 
now there are lots of different teams in different locations working with these things so you can’t be aware of this big picture 
and lose the overview, the important thing is the creativity. I’m not as productive as before because I’ve more daily triggers 
and lots of contacts. By the way, I’ve got many ideas but not as many as before and this is the key issue with the creativity: to 
see the big picture; otherwise you don’t have the ways to solve the problems. On the other hand, working on details can generate 
other kinds of innovation within the particular problem you’re working with.” [Team member]

(continued on next page)
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4.2. Learning through the experience of others (individual-level analysis)

Learning vicariously from the experience of others is a major
channel for the diffusion of knowledge inside organizations. Vicarious
learning usually implies the positive replication of routines, strategies
and behaviors that have apparently been successful (Conell & Cohn,
1995). Here we examine whether individuals learn from the success/
failure of other team members and/or members of the rest of the or-
ganization.

Vicarious learning can relate to various processes and phases: inter-
team near-failure or failure by peers that may induce an individual to
seek out new activities; vicarious learning can provide a valuable
source of knowledge, suggesting solutions or highlighting behavior to
avoid or to imitate; and it can offer opportunities for strategy devel-
opment (Kim & Miner, 2000). Learning phenomena originating from
direct experience can might happen vicariously through observation of
the behaviors of other people and their conseqences (Bandura, 1986).
Here the relevant concept is concertive control (Barker, 1993), i.e. the
way in which team members, being observed by their peers, follow the
established, legitimized rules of behavior.

The possibility of learning from others outside the teams, which
depends on strong interdependence among peers, tends to be precluded
by limited exposure of individuals to external influence. Greater in-
terdependence of members within the team and their closeness and
external exposure to other social influences create viable opportunities
for individuals to learn vicariously from the learning and innovation
efforts of other teams.

Team members, and consequently the entire team, may develop a
cognitive model focusing on the reasons and methods for new combi-
nations and knowledge creation within the team, by observing the
learning activities of other team members who display some degree of
learning inertia. This cognitive model, with its lack of proactive
learning behavior, serves as guide for future search and provides insight
into the approved learning routines that led to the generation of new
knowledge within the team. Table 2 shows the sample quotes of the
participants.

4.3. The interpretation of experience (team-level analysis)

People within organizations as well as members of a team tend to
develop their interpretation of events, to label them as good or bad
(Thompson, 1967). The interpretation of experience depends on how
the events are framed (Daft & Weick, 1984). Frames are “… composed
of little tacit theories about what exists, what happens, and what
matters” (Gitlin, 2003, p. 6) they make “… some aspects of a perceived
reality more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to pro-
mote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral
evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation” (Entman, 1993, p. 52).
Frames are converted and developed using story lines that are to be
shared (Martin, Sitkin, & Boehm, 1985). This meaning structure is not a
conscious concern, and learning takes place within it. In the long run,
the organization will not abandon successful interpretive frames
(Pettigrew, 1985).

There is a broad consensus in the literature that interpretative
frames orient patterns of action and ground assumptions on how others
will act in various contexts. The main interpretative frames associated
with individual expectations are identity and norms as “social fact”.
These frames imply social approval and determine social influence over
individual actions in various ways. As is evident from our interviews,
team identity and social norms were focused very strictly on the need to
deliver new software functions for the new development projects.
Learning and innovation were not considered to be as important as
coding. As Annosi et al. (2016) observe, in fact, pressure to “get the job
done” is very common within Agile teams.

In self-managing teams, any dynamic structural change will be in
accordance with the team's criteria for behavioral choices. In the reg-
ulation of teams' behavior, norms, identity and local culture become the
key social forces that explain teams' learning inertia, with a lack of any
strategy for overcoming issues of competence (Annosi et al., 2016).
Thus, the establishment of identity and of norms that emphasize the
need to deliver and to work cross-functionally, at team level, may im-
pact on the long-term competence of team members and of the entire
organization.

Table 2 (continued)

The organizational 
memory

(Organization level)

Distinction between results 

relevant and irrelevant to future 

actions 

21.“After the demo, the team gets together and does retrospective ceremony, looking back to the sprint and reflecting how to 
improve ourselves. From each retrospective, we can have some action points to solve.” [Team member]

22. “At the end of the sprint we have a retrospective meeting in which we try to understand what we learn, what has been good 
and bad; we highlight the item we would like to improve for the next sprint. It’s about any kind of improvement: way of working, 
design related, testing environment, quality of the product, productivity of our work, removing impediments we have”. [Team 

member]

Inefficiency of CoPs in trasferring 

relevant knowledge among 

individuals

23. “Communities of Practice sometimes are useful and sometimes confusing, but I can’t find a better way to do them. I attend 
some of them, there are a lot of people, and sometimes we don’t have so much discussion. Most CoPs are in a conference way.”
[Team member]

24. “I’ve been in some of the Communities of Practice. If we find topics that are interesting for us it’s good to attend them. I 
haven’t been too active yet. I have the time to attend but mostly there weren’t issues useful for my team’s day by day work until 
now. I’m a member of designer CoP.  The participation depends on the period.” [Team member]

Ecologies of learning

(Inter level)

Relevance of social problems (due 

to interactions of actors having 

different goals, intentions, 

purposes, norms, and powers 

within the teams and in the 

organization)

25. “In the beginning it was more facilitation, but then as time went by, it’s rare, actually, that they need my support that much, 
because in the way we are set up now we have operative product owners, they’re running the operation and most of the problems 
teams have are related to operational issues, so it’s more connected to soft aspects, like if people are not getting along in their 
team so maybe we need to balance teams in a different way for competence reasons. Maybe we need to challenge them to give 
us some impediments since they don’t.” [Line manager]

Fragmentation, and construction, 

of knowledge

26. “In the old way of working, you are familiar with the subsystem, and are aware of those changes, and have better control 
of code. But now every team can modify code, and after a certain long period of time, you may not even recognize the subsystem.
In the old way of working, you are familiar with the subsystem, and are aware of those changes, and have better control of 
code.” [Team member]

Team autonomy, in the sense that 

teams continue operating in their 

own way even in the absence of 

any external intervention

27. “The line manager in the old way of working would kind be in the centre of the storm and get all the information and reports 
and know all about the project. Now you must seek that info out if you want to find out about it, it doesn’t come spontaneously. 
I personally have a problem with that but I learned to live with it now and if I really want to find out about where we are, I 
must look for people and ask them. On the other hand, I ask my team if they want project/product info and they indicate that 
they don't need to get it every week so I try to balance that. The information flow is different, you have to seek the info out and 
we do have these learning days where we got a lot of information to spread.” [Line manager]
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4.3.1. Superstitious learning
The lessons of “experience” may stem from a small number of ob-

servations, in a changing and complicated ecology of learning and de-
centralized teams. What actually happened is not always clear, nor the
causality of events easy to derive. People may tend to over-attribute
situations to the intentions of individuals. They may apply simple linear
and functional rules, engendering systematic biases in interpretation
(Starbuck & Milliken, 1988). What we call “superstitious learning” oc-
curs when a subjective evaluation of success is not affected by the ac-
tion taken (Levitt & March, 1988). From this perspective, team mem-
bers and leaders may assume the existence of causal relationships
where they do not exist or interpret results in such a way as to serve
their own interests. They may assume causal relationships between
actions and environmental effects without considering alternative ex-
planations or checking the validity of their interpretations (Levitt &
March, 1988).

The team managers in our study stressed the numerous benefits that
would be brought by new Agile systems. They would provide better
quality, shorter lead times and more innovative ideas, foster a more
empowering climate among team members, and allow for better cus-
tomer response.

The team members, however, considered Agile to be not so highly
beneficial for the quality of the systems, in their experience, and al-
though the Agile practices were officially encouraged, most team
members judged that some corrections were necessary.

Another consequence of the difficulty of making Agile work was
that team members often had serious difficulty in generating innovative
ideas for their products – as if the transition to Agile had somehow
resulted in a complete absence of creativity.

Although the team leaders responded positively to the introduction
of Agile, team members saw it as a serious barrier to their individual
innovation performance, not an enhancement of the way they con-
ducted their work.

These findings indicate that a major strategic decision like the
adoption of Agile methods can result in a considerable range of out-
comes, to be identified and evaluated only through the assessment of
organization members. The attention dedicated to these outcomes may
be insufficient, and they can be evaluated by various parties with di-
verse viewpoints. Consequently, the managers involved in strategic
decisions may not know the overall performance of their experience
and so end up being unable to realize an effective learning process that
generates correct future actions (Zollo, 2009). In this light, the accu-
mulation of experience may have adverse effects, owing to the sub-
stantial uncertainties of performance assessment (Dönmez & Grote,
2018). Once an organization slips into this loop, very commonly things
only get worse. Quotes explaining this argument are reported in
Table 2.

4.4. The organizational memory (organizational-level analysis)

The lessons of experience are gathered and retained within routines
themselves. In this section, we examine whether team and inter-team
routines are purposefully implemented in Agile to enable knowledge
transfer across organizational boundaries. The routines of interest, that
is, are those designed collectively within the teams and eventually
transferred to the organization. The individual interviews offer rela-
tively little insight into the ways in which teams cumulate their ex-
perience and build it into a structure of new routines. However, we do
know that through the scrum routine of retrospective, team members
try to think about the usefulness of their emergent behavior within the
current sprint. Not everything is recorded in renewed routines for the
next iteration of product development, only what proved to be suc-
cessful vis-à-vis shared targets and aspirations. The collective reflection
draws a distinction between the outcomes that will and those that will
not be relevant for future action.

Through the retrospective meeting, the experiential knowledge

acquired is recorded in the form of new rules or routines for the team.
Looking at the way the network of teams is organized in Agile, we

view Communities of Practice (CoPs) as mechanisms for facilitating the
sharing of tacit knowledge useful to new routines. However, the in-
terviews revealed a number of problems with knowledge sharing
practices. The first problem is motivating self-interested individual
team members to join the CoPs and share their acquired knowledge
with their peers. The second problem is the difficulty in achieving
collaboration among individual team members for common interests
and goals. For instance, individuals may be willing to join the CoPs in
order to acquire the desired knowledge but not to contribute to its
development and maintenance. The third problem is making sure that
the network of individuals is efficient at knowledge sharing and that the
requisite pathways to facilitate the transfer of relevant knowledge
among individuals are formed. Phrased more appropriately, the pro-
blem could be finding a way to achieve, through the CoPs, some ne-
cessary level of speed and easy access to the knowledge that is valuable.
For instance, some types of knowledge may have been codified and
others not.

If the CoPs only handle large group meetings, they are not likely to
be efficient at transferring the relevant knowledge among individuals.
All these issues emerged in the course of our interviews (see Table 2).

The quotes collected offer insights into the diffusion and evolution
of new routines, moving from dyadic strong relationships within the
teams to structures composed of weak ties, such as the CoPs. The in-
terviewees' remarks also suggest that it takes time and greater man-
agerial effort to foster relationship building and so facilitate the ap-
plication and diffusion of new routines inside the Agile organization.
We also find that internal relationships – those designed for learning by
members within teams – have only a limited learning effect on inter-
team structures. In these conditions, Agile firms do not seem able to
develop, over time, the capabilities needed to facilitate knowledge
flows. Table 2 displays the sample quotes.

4.5. Ecologies of learning (inter-level analysis)

Organizations implementing Agile can be described as a collections
of self-managing teams learning in an environment that consists of
other learning teams. The resulting learning ecology has a high degree
of complexity, owing to the relevance, in this context, of social pro-
blems for the interactions of the actors (who have different targets,
powers, norms, purposes and intentions) with the teams and within the
organization.

In addition, the presence of several self-managing teams working in
parallel on the same part of the product introduces the problem of the
fragmentation, and the construction, of knowledge. In Agile, no single
actor or team can own all the knowledge required to solve a problem.
Control and power too are fragmented.

The autonomy of a team is defined as the ability to continue to
operate in its own way without external interference. To conclude, the
role of formal authority is redesigned, so that governance and co-
ordination appear to be the outcome of actions of networks, operating
without any formal sanction.

Our findings point to difficulty in attaining optimal coordination of
the development of new knowledge among teams in the product design
network. The new knowledge generated is not made systematically
available for teams in a way that allows them to use it to modify team
practices. Change (learning) within the team depends on the extent of
individuals' voluntary participation in network level learning activities.
But individuals, then, must be willing to participate and knowledgeable
enough to be able to share the knowledge. In short, the network
structured around teams, knowledge and motivation for member par-
ticipation becomes the pillar upon which the design of organizational
learning in Agile is conceived and based. Currently, given the empirical
evidence we collected, it would appear that organizational learning in
Agile refers to changes in teams' processes/routines, based on the
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limited knowledge that the team, which is quite closed to external so-
cial influence, creates internally or can absorb, on its own, from ex-
ternal sources. Table 2 shows sample quotes.

5. Multilevel evolution patterns

Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 summarize the results underlying the evolu-
tionary dynamics of the routines involved in the five learning constructs
(see Fig. 1). Applying evolution theory, we now discuss the results,
centering on the same paradigm as evolution: periods of stability
maintained by retention mechanisms, punctuated by elements of peri-
odic change. These changes are created endogenously within a given
level, or else exogenously imposed by the environment through the five
learning constructs we considered in the multilevel framework. Each
table explains the interrelationships of these two modes (equilibrium
and revolution through the learning constructs). In this way we provide
a new lens through which to obtain novel views of how individual skills
affect organizational adaptation and how routines change within agile
team-based organizations.

During the process of learning from direct experience (Table 3),
variations – the creation of novel forms of routine – emerge system-
atically at individual level to improve the strategic fit with project goals
and strategies, while routines for improving individual and team
competences appear blind, the product of random individual choice
(Table 3). At team level there is a selection of individual initiatives to
foster the fit with the resource base of the development project. At
organization level, agile routines provide the means for counteracting
the self-reinforcing loop between variation at individual level and se-
lection at team level (see Table 3). Our preliminary results contradict
such previous agile literature as Plonka (1997), Prahalad and Hamel
(1990) and Yusuf, Sarhadi, and Gunasekaran (1999), all of which in-
stead emphasize the positive effect of agile on individual competences.

Regarding the construct of learning through the experience of others
(Table 4), we can maintain that, collectively, teams produce small
variations in the routines they follow, and only in order to achieve their
project goals more easily. The formation of collective behavior and
mind-set within the team is due to the formation of team identity and
norms. Through a process of individual identification with the team,
individuals choose only behavioral strategies that lead them to embrace

the team's goals. At the organizational level, the bottom-up effort to
achieve project goals and the investment of energies in attaining project
objectives create a local culture centering on the successful perfor-
mance of project tasks and with strong resistance to change in team
members' priorities. Earlier works on Agile, without examining the key
Agile concepts and underlying relationships empirically, argue instead
that Agile tends to create a slightly chaotic environment that favors
innovation and creativity (Highsmith, 2002).

Table 5, summarizing the results derived from the learning con-
struct of cognitive frames, shows that the team identity constitutes, for
the team, a sort of punctuated equilibrium around which behavior
fluctuates quite modestly. The consequent team identification affects
individual cognition, motivation and obligation, which are the three
main barriers to radical change in human systems (e.g. Tushman &
Romanelli, 1985). However, as Tushman and Romanelli (1985: 177)
argue, even as a system transcends its motivational and cognitive bar-
riers to realize change, the “network of interdependent resource re-
lationships and value commitment” created by organizational routines
can affect its attitude towards change. So organizational routines, in-
cluding the complex set of an agile team's stakeholders, create condi-
tions of stability for the team identity that has emerged. On the other
hand, individuals cannot select behavior other than that which is le-
gitimated by the team, since they benefit from its persistence, which
enables them to pursue goals and accomplish their tasks (Gersick,
1991). Past agile literature presents this organizational approach as
highly desirable, guaranteeing satisfaction, turnaround, shared learning
and productivity. Unfortunately, little work has addressed the impact of
agile on such long-term organizational goals as innovation and learning
(Abrahamsson et al., 2009).

Tables 3, 4 and 5 help to clarify why incremental changes within
one part of an organization – the individual, the team, the organization
– may fail to alter the whole. We have shown that as long as the agile
scrum structure remains intact, the implementation of agile creates
powerful inertia, reducing the organization's capability to produce al-
ternatives outside the development project goals, and bringing any
deviation back into line. Table 6 then shows how the agile scrum fra-
mework leaves the team temporarily disorganized during the retro-
spective meeting, whose function is to make fundamental changes for
the development project. However, the weak interdependency between

Table 3
Organizational adaptation due to learning from direct experience.

Intra-level dynamics Evolution patterns

Our findings led us away from the idea that individuals strive to generate

alternative configurations of their working activities so as to improve their 

product learning performance. Variation generally tends towards the goal of 

anticipating stakeholders’ needs, which are mostly directed to new project 

development.

Low degree of variation to improve

individual product competence 

High effort in the generation of variation in 

daily individual practices to improve team’s 

performance in achieving project goals

No selection of any alternative idea for 

improvement of their product learning 

performances

Selection of ideas for improving team’s 

performances in terms of reduced lead time 

and better product quality

Agile organization routines act as replication
mechanisms for retaining the alignment of 

individual behaviour to the project 

development goals 

Agile teams were all challenged to improve their productivity and the quality 

of their outcomes, by experimenting with new ways of working effectively 

together and dealing with Agile stakeholders’ expectations, and pacing 

themselves to meet the project deadline. Therefore, with a strong identity 

oriented to new product development, as a collective, they were less inclined to 

select any individual proposal that went in a different direction from 

achievement of short-term project goals.

The Agile scrum routines, designed to monitor individual performance, create 

a set of distinct and historically sequenced steps that dominate individual 

learning behaviour. With the constant replication of Agile routines in team 

members’ daily working lives, the Agile organization creates a retention 

mechanism; the routines forge a pattern of convergence and re-orientation of 

individual behaviour

Agile literature

According to Plonka (1997), instead, Agile fosters individual learning through proactive, adaptive, and generative behavior. 

Specifically, Prahalad and Hamel (1990) and Yusuf et al. (1999) argue that the Agile workforce capitalizes on skills by proactively 

renewing their skill base just ahead of need
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Table 6
Organizational adaption due to organizational memory and ecologies of learning.

Intra-level dynamics Evolution patterns

As a primary task, individuals on teams are called to reappraise the existing structure, 

to explore possibilities for change, and to move towards the crucial choice of 

implementing the changes accepted as the basis for a new routine. 

The retrospective provides a compact, time-limited possibility of breaking out of the 

team’s inertia. During that time, team members offer their new ideas on how to 

improve the way of working in order to better accomplish the stakeholders’ needs. Variation in the proposals to change 

Strong selection of ideas of change due 

to the existence of stable team identity and norms

No selection of new variation due to the 

coordination of information between teams

However, the retrospective does not involve change in team core values, which 

instead govern general core premises. Therefore, it does not represent a radical form 

of re-orientation

Potentially, retrospectives represent short periods of discontinuous change, where 

teams may be fundamentally transformed, instituting a new basis of alignment. 

However, the system of relations between teams, through the Communities of 

Practices, is too weak to sustain adequate diffusion of information, which results in 

the organization’s failing to find a new global configuration

Agile literature

The Agile workforce is said to gain from collaboration, both within and outside the organization (Goldman & Nagel, 1993; Gunasekaram, 

1999). It is argued that Agile workforces act flexibly, rapidly and effectively in any collaboration environment (Forsythe, 1997)

Table 5
Organizational adaptation due to interpretation of experience.

Intra-level dynamics Evolution patterns

The primary task of individuals in teams is to make a set of key choices, pursue 

their goals and respect their values. Whenever a team identity is formed, distinctive 

tasks take form and tend to remain stable.
Individual selection of behavior to 

conform with the current team identity 

Low degree of variation in collective 

behaviour due to the existence of stable 

team identity and norms

Incremental change in the direction of

accomplishing project goals

During a phase of  stable team identity, teams tend to accumulate more or less 

learning, experience, work within the boundaries established by their identity, and   

to apply stable frameworks of assumptions, premises and behavior patterns 

(Gersick, 1988)

At the organization level, incremental change in structures, system and control,

which appear to lead to some inertia and a decrease in competitive vigilance. In the 

case of Agile, structure was driving strategy (Tushman & Romanelli 1985)  

Agile literature

Studies on post-adoption Agile are very few indeed. Cockburn & Williams (2001) describe the Agile benefits as increased 

productivity, faster turnaround, shared learning, and greater developer satisfaction. Goldman et al. (1995) list productivity, profits 

and market shares as the organizational benefits deriving from workforce agility. Gehani (1995) links workforce agility with 

enhancement of organizations’ prospects for survival in more and more rapidly changing environments. More in general, the 

literature proposes the adoption of Agile as universally desirable, without looking at its differential impact on the distinct 

dimensions of development performance (Xia & Weidgon, 2010) or devoting significant attention to the Agile post-adoption phase.

Table 4
Organizational adaptation due to learning from others.

Intra-level dynamics Evolution patterns

The generation of variation by an individual within the team is constrained by 

the network of fundamental, interdependent individual choices, which are 

driven by the basic configuration of team organization and by the activities 

regulating resource exchange with the environment.

The primary components of a working life structure are, in fact, the individuals’ 

relationships with peers within the team and with the team’s outside 

stakeholders.

Individual selection of behavior in agreement 

with that of other members was embraced to 

accomplish project goals and tasks

Low degree of variation in collective behaviour 

due to the existence of intra-team forces acting on 

individual performance strategies

Emerging values and beliefs represent retention
mechanisms responsible for maintaining the 

focus of teams on project delivery

Individual behavior forms a stable platform from which the team as a 

collective operates. Collective actions derive from webs of individual 

performance strategies, interaction patterns, assumptions about what is  

legitimate behavior inside the team

Core beliefs and values on organizational priorities emerge from the nature, 

the type and the pervasiveness of controls used in the Agile Scrum framework

Agile literature

Past literature on Agile stresses that, in enabling a good balance between flexibility and structure, Agile creates a slightly chaotic 

environment, not a primarily structured context where creativity and innovation can occur (Highsmith, 2002). Lyytinen & Rose 

(2006) report also that self-organization and local control create the conditions for teams to be open to innovative ideas).
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the agile teams through CoPs and the strongly independent character of
each team's work make it clear that the changes introduced can quickly
hit a dead end. The existing agile literature suggests that the workforce
can gain from collaborating, both inside and outside the organization
(Goldman & Nagel, 1993; Gunasekaran, 1999), but it does not prescribe
efficient means whereby such collaboration can help the entire orga-
nizational system to evolve.

6. Conclusions and managerial implications

We use evolution theory to focus on cumulative changes in orga-
nizational routines at all levels of the organization. Following the
scholarly debate on the need for empirical validation of the core agile
concepts and their relationships in order to make them more solid
(Boehm & Turner, 2004; Larman, 2004), we have taken evolution
theory here as an overarching framework for studying the adaptation
capacity of agile organizations. And in view of the lack of systematic
knowledge on the dynamics of routines and the interactions between
individual and organizational learning (Yi et al., 2016), we have sought
to fill the serious research gap on routines and organizational adapta-
tion.

This article should help scholars and practitioners to go beyond
simply labelling agile as the organizational solution for learning and
innovation. It is important for practitioners to be aware that the pre-
scription that agile enables learning is not universal. Agile organiza-
tions are complex systems; they are influenced and constrained by a
network of stakeholders and routines that may introduce conflicting
demands and opposing perspectives. Our more precise examination of
the micro-processes of organizational adaptation within agile corpora-
tions based on self-managed teams reveals the crucial tension between
the organization's project development goals and the need to transcend
contingent requests and further the renewal of key individual compe-
tences and organizational routines. Through a deeper understanding of
the micro-mechanisms involved in learning processes within self-

managing teams, that is, we have sought to indicate how the notion of
organizational leadership without control can apply in the agile con-
text. The immediate implications for managers, who have the day-to-
day responsibility for the performance of teams and individuals, are
thus readily associated with predictable changes in the organizational
design and structure. These implications are summarized in Table 7.

The most important implication is that managers can actively in-
fluence the significance of team priorities and how they respond to the
organizational goal of learning. Shifting away from the idea that or-
ganizational learning and adaptation proceed towards unforeseeable
outcomes, given the evolving forces of emerging social interactions, we
propose that carefully designed and maintained processes and linkages
will provide the basis for organizational leadership without control,
within new forms of organization. We have shown that the intangible
qualities of vision, culture, and shared values in decentralized struc-
tures such as agile teams depend chiefly on the specific characteristics
of the organizational configurations.

This suggests that the management of agile organizations should be
instrumental in achieving congruence between a set of team attributes
and a set of organizational characteristics. Adopting some of assump-
tions set out in Table 7, the congruence approach is extended to con-
crete configurational models.

Without making current organizational structure any more complex,
leaders should apply flexibility-injecting structures, such as additional
stakeholders and goals for agile teams, to help strike the right balance
between flexibility and efficiency (Dönmez, Grote, & Brusoni, 2016).
We accordingly contend that in implementing agile routines, corporate
leaders must ensure the coexistence of potentially conflicting solutions
(Martini, Gastaldi, Corso, & Laugen, 2013; Smith & Tushman, 2005).

Our theoretical approach highlights some new areas for future re-
search. We expect further research to analyze the way in which dif-
ferent contextual and organizational factors can moderate the effect of
agile scrum implementation on organizational adaptation and survival.
Relevant factors could be industry structure and competition, the

Table 7
Routines involved in the five learning related constructs of Levitt and March (1988) and implications for managers.

Learning construct Routines involved Implications

Learning from team's direct
experience (individual level)

Visible progress on project-related tasks Managers can affect learning from team's direct experience both by
reducing the number of project feedback loops and by adding new
team feedback loops to reinforce team and individual competences

Daily updates from team members
After-sprint reflection on how to further improve teams' project
performance
Strong interconnection with project stakeholders through scrum
ceremonies

Managers can affect learning from teams' direct experience by
creating routines through which interactions with other stakeholders
can take shape, to balance teams' attention between project-related
and other goals

Learning through the experience
of others (individual level)

High level of interdependency among team members, accentuated
by cross-functional tasks

Managers can impact on vicarious learning through others'
experience by reducing interdependency among team members,
either by acting on the way the teams' tasks are shared or by reducing
knowledge overlap among members

The interpretation of experience
(team level)

Team norms stuck on the need to get the job done Managers can affect teams' interpretation of experience by acting on
team norms that in turn derive from the intensity of the feedback
loops/routines that create the need for continuous reporting of the
status of work progress and by increasing the salience of the
information to report

Superstitious learning
Lack of inter-level routines to collect information about the effect of
Agile Scrum on employees' work life and their perception of
performances

Managers can reduce superstitious learning by creating routines for
regularly analyzing the status of implementation of Agile practices

Organizational memory
(organization level)

Possibility of renewing organizational routines in Agile is strictly
linked to teams' collective targets and aspirations

Managers can affect organizational memory by intervening on teams'
collective targets and aspirations

Communities of practices, as a means of diffusing emerging
knowledge and experience to other teams, do not have embedded
mechanisms for long-run survival

Managers can affect organizational learning by enhancing the design
of their CoPs. Stronger linkages between team members and CoP
leaders should be forged, so as to strengthen individuals' belief in the
importance of taking part in the CoP activities

Ecologies of learning (inter-level) Lack of routines for transforming the knowledge developed at team
level from tacit into explicit or for aggregating teams' knowledge at
organization level. The volatile nature of knowledge seems to justify
the lack of knowledge coordination among Agile managers

Managers can affect the ecologies of learning by creating mechanisms
for aggregating the decentralized sources of newly developed
knowledge in order to make it accessible to everyone within the
organization
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essential dimension of organizational design, and the extent of change
in the environment or technology.

The state of our knowledge about the interdependence between
organizational configurations and organizational adaptability to the
introduction of agile scrum practices is now advanced enough to permit
a more systematic effort to develop further understanding, new theo-
retical frameworks and research on new organizational forms and to
raise new questions about agile as the new, evolving organizational
paradigm.

Recognizing the key role of leadership without control in agile or-
ganizational change, our multi-level analysis of leadership identified a
variety of broad strategies, implemented through various organiza-
tional configurations. Thus, whereas some other authors have described
leaders as guiding the delegitimation of the old ways of working and
legitimating the organizational change desired (Pettigrew, 1987),
heading a dominant political process (Bower & Weinberg, 1988),
creating a new organizational culture and new values (Sashkin, 1992),
or instilling vision and empowerment or energizing, members (Nadler &
Tushman, 1990), we conceive the position of leaders in the new orga-
nizational forms as relating to the design of coherent organizational
configurations.

Interesting questions that could still be raised from the configura-
tional standpoint include the degree to which these configurations can
be generalized to other organizational contexts and the way in which
different organizational configurations may be associated with other
leadership traits.

We believe that addressing such configurational questions can help
to advance the search for new organizational forms beyond our current
understanding. This suggests that incorporating configurations into the
theory of new organizational forms could help to define the impact of
the new paradigms on organizational capability to adapt.
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